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“Best Student Magazine”
goes to...
Pulse! Pulse!
We’re never one to boast... but we
recently made first place in the
Society of Professional Journalists’
Mark of Excellence Awards for Best
Student Magazine in all of Idaho,
Montana, Washington and Oregon!
Way to go, us!

Pulse!
Pulse!
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editor’s note
I haven’t wanted to get out of bed since my Auntie Lisa died.
Nothing sounds better than being cocooned in a blanket and not having to show my
face to anyone. Her soul was so beautiful and I wish more people got the pleasure of
meeting her because I know everyone would’ve loved her.
So this one is for you, Auntie. I know you’re up there so incredibly proud of me and I
won’t let you down.
Speaking of being proud, did I mention that Pulse is the best student magazine? Don’t
just take my word for it, The Society of Professional Journalists thought so, too!
The Fall 2015 Issue Two of Pulse was awarded Best Student Magazine!!! Along with
that, the Winter 2015 Issue One received some big praise as well: The Gong Show:
Lobby Day was awarded Best Non-fiction magazine article, and 5,588 Miles, One Love
was a finalist for Best Use of Multimedia.
Super huge shoutout to the past Editor-In-Chief ’s Lindsey Wisniewski and Brielle Rutledge. And all of designers, reporters, and editors who worked so hard on those issues:
Mackenzie Loete, Vanessa Cruz, Kyle Kuhn, Jess Macinko, Laurel Fisher, Derrick Clarit
and Seth Lonborg.
I am honored everyday to be a part of such a wonderful team. This magazine would
not be possible without every single name you see on that staff page. I’m so thankful
that you guys work so hard to make Pulse the beautiful masterpiece that it is. There are
some killer stories this issue.
Honey bees may be scary but they won’t kill you. Find out on p. 44 why those little
busy guys are so important. And we have a quote from THE Halle Berry, need I say
more? (p. 50). I bet Halle Berry eats a ton of Kale, I think it’s gross but I guess it’s good
for you, find out the science behind all that jazz on p. 56 (If only they could explain
why it tastes so bad).
Thank you for picking up this issue or finding us online. We couldn’t do any of this
without you, our readers!
Stay Groovy,

bailey williams
Editor-in-Chief
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business manager
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*In the last issue of Pulse, author Marrissa Martin’s name was missing from
the Whipsaw Brewery story. Sorry Marrissa-- thanks for a great piece!
Cover photo by Jack Lambert
Back photo by Tayler Shaindlin
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d o ta k e a d va n ta g e o f o u t s i d e a p p s .
Whether they’re photo editing apps, collage makers or things like
LaterGram that post for you, Huffington Post has run numerous
tests that demonstrate external apps are great for making sure your
Instagram is top notch. The in-app photo editor can only do so
much, so take a look through the app store or Google play store and
see what awesome apps you can find!

d o n ’ t u s e t o o m a n y h a s h ta g s .
Hashtags are important, but paragraphs of hashtags can deter a large
audience from paying attention to your posts. Use some more popular hashtags, and if you want to include more than 5, post the rest as
a comment instead. You can also save a list of common hashtags in a
note on your phone and paste them into your photo descriptions as
a way to build a brand for yourself.

instagram
8

d o p o s t at t h e r i g h t t i m e s .
The Huffington post asked the app LaterGramme to run an analysis
of over 61,000 instagram posts to determine when photos received
the most likes and comments. As a result, the LaterGramme team
found that 2pm and 11pm PST are the best times to post if you want
your followers to notice you. The worst times? 9am and 6pm. Why?
Not even LaterGramme founder Matt Smith really knows.

do be active on others’ posts.
You want people to like your posts? Like theirs! You want more
comments on your photos? Comment on others pictures too! Instagram followers often interact on a give-and-take basis. If you go
looking to interact with one of the largest social communities there
is, karma is bound to grace you with some more interaction on your
page, too. Instagram is all about positivity, so spread the love!

m o s t o f a l l make sure it’s you!

101

You’ll naturally have a lot of friends and family looking at your
Instagram, so make sure what they see is who you really are, and
everyone else will love it too. Also always remember to take everything with a grain of salt. Don’t stress about keeping your account
top notch, and remember its there for you to express yourself. Happy ‘Gramming!

Story by Tayler Shaindlin (@CattOnAir)
Design by Vanessa Cruz

frightful
Normal people go to the library, sit down within a decent-sized space and do
homework. Not these people, they do not seem to be capable of being quiet or nondistracting in any way.

t h e b l u e j ay
Most often found in the Fishbowl, you can hear their voice echoing
through the entire floor. They are loud and seemingly unaware or
careless. Either way they are distracting everyone.

five

Story by Racquel Rollins
Photos by Jack Lambert
Design by Vanessa Cruz

Briefs

the foodie
You know when they are coming because you can smell their food
from a mile away. They’re the kind of person that brings in some sort
of deliciously greasy, comfort food and eats it obnoxiously while your
stomach’s growling because you’re skipping dinner to study.

VENDING MACHINE FIGHTER
We’ve all been here before: frustrated by the vending machine that ate
our dollar. This guy takes it to the extreme by attempting to pick up the
machine and heatedly shake it.
All I can think in this scenario is, “Bro, if you stop causing a scene I
will give you a dollar.”

SOCIAL MEDIA MONGER
Most often found on Facebook watching cat videos on the time-limited computers, this person is taking up too much time in a space other
people need.
There is no way they could miss the exasperated looks from the line
behind him. Lady, you can Buzzfeed videos during your own time.

PARTY-OF-ONE
You can find this person everywhere (and I mean everywhere). They
are hogging an entire large table, cubicle or outlets for an unneeded
amount of time. Does one person need that much space when the entire library is crowded? Nope.

9
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WILDCATS
Story by Bailee Wicks & Racquel Rollins
Design by Vanessa Cruz

Ellensburg isn’t known by many people outside of
Washington, but thanks to the World Wide Web it has
recently been put on the viral map more times than
one would expect.
Within this last year a few Central Washington University (CWU) students received their 15 minutes of
fame and recognition worldwide.

dodgeball DIVAS
We’ve always been told that networking has its
perks and will be useful in the real world. What’s
better than using a connection to get on Sports
Center and put CWU on the map?
With a little help from Drew Wallen’s contact
Neil Everett, sportscaster for Sports Center,
Trenton Johnson’s dreams of being on Sports
Center came true.
During an intramural dodgeball game Johnson
made a remarkable play, which Wallen just-sohappened to be taping. Wallen says he was recording it because he thought it would be funny.
“Then all of the sudden this piece of gold comes
onto the camera,” Wallen says.
This ‘piece of gold’ gave Johnson his big break.
Ever since he was a child, Johnson dreamed of
being on Sports Center. “For something like bas-

10

ketball or baseball, not dodgeball, but [he’ll] take
what [he] can get,” Johnson says.
He says people still ask him about it and that it
was pretty different for awhile.
Even without being on Sports Center Johnson
says his play was crazy, “[I] was not expecting
it…the second ball kind of came out of nowhere.”
When asked if he had any plans to lengthen
his 15 minutes of fame, he says that he doesn’t
think he has anything left. Retiring early might
be a good idea; after all, not only did his play
rank third on Sports Center’s Top 10, but it also
helped his dodgeball team, Troop 417, clench an
8-1 record.
Troop 417 went on to win the ever-lusted-after
intramural champion shirt.

Our Town

on the

web

finger me FIASCO
Sophomore, Megan Finger had an interesting
experience while applying to CWU in the fall of
2014. CWU randomly generates email accounts
for all incoming students, and it happened to
take her last name and first two letters in her first
name. This is a common way of creating emails,
but Finger’s case was special.
Her email came out to be fingerme@cwu.edu.
Luckily, Finger has a sense of humor and posted
it on Twitter about 20 minutes later. She thought
“it was hilarious and [she’d] probably get 50 favorites.” Much to her surprise, within two days it
had 10 thousand favorites.
Flash forward to the present day and the original post holds over 84 thousand favorites and 56

thousand retweets. To top it off, the fame never
stops, Finger says that she still receives notifications on a daily basis.
The school contacted Finger apologizing with a
new email account but Finger was kind of disappointed. “[I was] honestly a bit sad about it,”
Finger says. “[I] was going to live it out and have
everyone laugh every time [I] emailed them.”
Even with the new email, Finger maintains a
lively personality despite being referred to as
“The Finger Me Girl.”
When asked if she was able to laugh at the occurrence now she says, “I think it’s hilarious. I mean,
I never expected it whatsoever which makes this
whole thing even better.”

COMPLETE ridiculousness
If you have an iPhone and social media accounts,
you’ve most likely seen the video of a guy running and doing a cannonball into a large snow
bank, only to get stuck on the top because it is
frozen. Well, that video was filmed right here on
campus.
The video featured freshman, Marcus Schemmelfennig. Thanks to a harmless dare from his
buddies, he is now featured on Twitter, Snapchat,
Instagram, World Star, Vine and Facebook. The
video currently has 10 million retweets and 133
million favorites on Twitter alone.
When asked if he thought his video would get
this much exposure, Schemmelfennig says, “Hell
No! We just posted it to be funny. The bad part
of it is we were sober. People always ask if we
were drunk or high and we just laugh because we
weren’t. It was just a dare that was filmed.”

Word got out that MTV’s show Ridiculousness
with Rob Dyrdrek asked for the rights to show
the video and he confirmed by saying, “One of
the producers emailed me and my friend who
took the video and asked to hand over the rights.
I didn’t even read the term service stuff, I just
signed it because I was so excited. It will be on
season 8 of the show, but I am not sure what category it will go under yet.”
As a result of the exposure, people recognize him
all over campus.
“In the C-Store, SURC, class, [and] even one
of [his] professors recognized [him],” Schemmelfennig says.
Stay tuned into Season 8 of Ridiculousness to see
Schemmelfennig take on the small screen.

11
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tent
Story by Taylor Ferleman
Photos by Tayler Shaindlin
Design by Vanessa Cruz

In Central Washington we have the luxury of great
camping sites nearby, without the hassle of spending
hours in the car. However, saying you will go camping
is a lot different than actually packing up and heading
to the hills for the weekend.
Camping is A LOT of work and requires a great deal
of consideration regarding: what to bring, where to
go, what to eat and when to go?
Pulse spoke with Eryn Akers, recreations communications consultant of the Washington State Department of Natural Resources, as well as Alex Martin and
John Buck of the CWU Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals
(OPR) program on campus.
With their help, the guide to a perfect camping trip is
right at our finger tips.

Our Town

Teanaway & 29 Pines
Campgrounds

Big Pines & Umtanum
Campgrounds

Located in Cle Elum, the Teanaway and 29 Pines
campgrounds are a relaxing and peaceful place to
set up a tent and spend the weekend in the sunshine.

OPR recommends the Yakima River Canyon as
a closer option for your weekend camping trips.

“At both of these campgrounds the Teanaway River flows adjacent to each campground year-round,”
says Akers.
If you’re looking to leave camp and explore what
the area has to offer, both locations provide great
opportunities for hiking, horseback riding and
mountain biking.
Free camping with

$30.00

Discover Pass

Both the Big Pines and Umtanum campgrounds
are along the Yakima River which cuts through
beautiful basalt cliffs and desert hills.
Just 19 miles south of Ellensburg, The Big Pines
campground is the largest recreation site in the
canyon.
Umtanum campground is 12 miles south of Ellensburg and offers a great view, located along
the railroad. A wooden footbridge allows access
to the opposite side of the river as well as great
hiking trails.

Site fee of $15

become one with your surroundings
Before you start your weekend adventure, it is important to learn about the area you will be
staying in and the precautions to take when spending time among nature.
Garbage service is not provided in many
of the campgrounds; “Practice no trace
principles and pack out what you pack
in,” says Akers.

Know the regulations and fire dangers
before starting a fire.
Many campgrounds allow fires in designated fire pits only.

Weather can still be a large factor
especially during early spring.
Make sure you are prepared for all
weather conditions and cold temperatures
at night.

Be aware of snakes, insects, plants and
other wildlife when camping in Central
Washington.
Educate yourself on basic treatment techniques and precautions.

Whether you’re a regular spontaneous traveler or a first-time camper, there’s never a bad
time to brush up on some camping tips and tricks for a stand-out trip.
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CHASE GROVER

Story & design by Vanessa Cruz
Photo by Skyler Crady
Photos courtesy of chasedgrover.com

Our Town

In the art building, there’s next to no surprises.
A creepy shadow sculpture sitting on top of a
locker, someone carrying around trash bags of
stuffed animals, students staying in until two in
the morning to perfect their projects—it’s all almost casual now. It’s part of the lifestyle of the art
department, a flow of creativity that never seems
to slow down. Being a graphic design student, I
can say that it’s hard to put a halt to it all. Upon
hearing the news in mid-January of the death of
one of our own graduate students, Chase Grover,
it was like the whole department stopped.

...
Chase had moved to Ellensburg in the summer
of 2013 from Illinois upon receiving acceptance
into the graduate program here at Central to obtain his Masters of Fine Arts in ceramics. He had
an inclination to try and learn any art form he
could get his hands on (quite literally). Chase’s
personal
portfolio website states, “I
lacked natural abilities to manipulate
clay, but I was determined to learn. After
a very short time, I, on a whim, decided that that
is what I wanted to be, ‘A Ceramic Artist.’”

instability within all objects and apply this concept to the elements of their everyday lives, to
be aware of the tenuous connections that hold
everything together.”
One of the most unanimously notable things
about Chase was his incredible work ethic. “He
was so aware of the fragility of life, he made other people aware of that,” art historian and professor Ellen Avitts explains. “Just in the way of ‘take
this seriously, this is it. Don’t waste time.’”
At almost any hour of the day, it seemed that
Chase was always working. The amount of times
he went out of his way to help his students, including myself, made you wonder if perhaps he
just lived in his studio. Whether or not that was
true, it was always comforting to see that familiar face around the halls and the intricate and
meaningful work he produced.

“He was more than a
teacher. He brought it to
a human level.”

The inclination to put himself wholeheartedly
into his art was evident no matter what he did.
Chase lived with a heart condition since birth
where over time the heart’s ability to function
slowly declined. He took a different approach to
it all and instead channeled the idea of instability
into his art works. For his mid-thesis exhibition,
For Lack of a Nail, he explained, “I create networks of delicate components that are forced to
support one another…often creating scenarios
that explore a false sense of security or fragility.
[…] Ultimately, I want the viewer to consider the

...

To add to the list of
things that Chase excelled in, teaching
was one of them. I’ve
been fortunate enough to have good professors
throughout my life, but Chase had a way with
connecting with his students that was really influential for those struggling in those introductory classes.
My basic design class, a prerequisite for the
many art degrees, was a struggle for me personally and creatively; often times, I found myself
drawing small flowers in my sketchbook while
waiting for an idea to come to me. I thought
nothing of them.
Chase had an eye for seeing potential—what I
saw were mindless doodles, yet what he saw was

15
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a way to make me get inspired. With a little push
and a new perspective, I started creating art again
that I truly felt represented me and something I
could be proud of. My doodles blossomed into
something worthwhile and meaningful, as did I.
I wouldn’t be in the art department without his
encouragement. I wouldn’t be working towards
this degree or designing these magazine spreads
if I didn’t have that reminder from someone who
really cared to keep me going.
“He helped me understand that I’m supposed to
be here, that I’m doing what I’m supposed to be
doing, that I’m talented, that I’m worthy,” Sarah
Young, sophomore Fine Arts student, reminisces. “He was more than a teacher. He brought it to
a human level [and] he was a real hero.” Seeking
advice from him was more like seeking advice
from a friend rather than a professor—everything he told you was always honest and always
pushing you to step beyond your capabilities to
come up with something great.

16

tional, he touched on everybody’s lives some way
or another,” fellow graduate student Philippe
says. “He was always here—I mean, I feel like
he’s still here.”
Chase’s presence was so prominent in the building, for a while it was hard to even imagine how
the department could go on after his passing.
Avitts recalls, “Everyone was devastated…it’s almost like the feeling when something’s missing
[and] things aren’t as they should be.” A feeling
like that never fades. It’s something that resonates within the department, but you learn how
to cope. Some keep photos, some make art and
some write stories.

...

For a period of time, I didn’t want to draw flowers on my paper anymore because it was difficult to remember the loss of an inspiration and
a friend. But giving up on an idea was not what
Chase taught me; now, they’re more than just a
distracting method—they serve as reminders to
keep doing what I love doing no matter how difficult it may be sometimes. Life is too short and
fragile to do otherwise.

“He was not just interacting with ceramic students, or his students or fellow grad students. He
was very much present. Without being so inten-

A show of Chase and Philippe’s graduate thesis
work will be exhibited starting May 26 in the
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall.

Our Town

P O R T R A I T O F C H A S E G R OV E R BY S A R A H YO U N G
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Photos by Jack Lambert, Tayler Shaindlin,
Bailey Williams, & Vanessa Cruz
Design by Vanessa Cruz

Our Town
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Call for Artwork!
“One Proud world”
Queer art show
Submission Deadline: May 9

save

An exhibition of artwork by queer artists
and allies in support of CWU Pride Week,
May 30 - June 4, 2016. Submissions are
open to CWU and Ellensburg communities.

the Start making art!

date! And watch for more info to come!
Opening reception, First Friday Artwalk, June 3 @ 420 Gallery

www.cwu.edu/equal/prideweek

Sponsored by EQUAL and Center for Diversity & Social Justice.
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: DS@cwu.edu

22
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why
to travel
Story by Nicole Trejo-Valli

Design by Heidi Thaemert
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W

e are living in a world currently
consumed by the worry of terrorism
and violence. Paris, Belgium, Greece
and Egypt are just a few of the many places that
have endured extreme loss in the last year. These
places are not just monumental, they are areas
that we’ve probably all wanted to visit and even
though we might not want to accept it, times are
different now than they were before.
Threats, attacks, devastation. Those are words we
see in news headlines every day. According to a
recent article on the CNN website that mapped
ISIS attacks around the world, there have been

24

more than 90 attacks in 21 countries and nearly
1,400 people killed since the summer of 2014.
The number killed, however, doesn’t reflect the
number injured, which comes out to more than
2,000.
Understanding what’s happening around the
world should make us more aware of our
surroundings. But it can also make us more
fearful. Which leaves us with the question, is it
really worth it to travel right now?
Steve Cook, assistant director of the study abroad
and exchange program at Central Washington
University, insists on the importance of being

Our Town

aware, knowing what’s going on and what you’re
about to encounter.
But, Cook says a recent report published by the
Forum of Education Abroad, that compared
mortality rates for students studying on campus
in the United States versus those studying
abroad, showed there is a higher mortality rate
for a student here in the U.S. than there is for one
studying abroad.
Patrick Carpenter, an undergraduate student
at Central, studied abroad in Northern Spain
for the 2014-2015 school year. While abroad,

Carpenter ventured off and visited Italy, the
south of Spain, Paris, London, and Amsterdam
by himself. He says he never felt unsafe because
he anticipated the way he should act and knew
the cultures he was visiting.
According to Carpenter, it’s crucial to research
the places you’re going, understand cultural
differences and keep your wits about you.
There are threats everywhere in this world, and
staying home doesn’t ensure you’re safer. If you
want to travel, Pulse says prepare and be aware.
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central goes bald

for cancer
Story by Onalee Duhrkoop
Photos by Jack Lambert
Design by Mackenzie Loete

D

id you know that every three minutes a child is diagnosed with cancer somewhere in the world? You’d
think with statistics like this, there’d be a
cure for pediatric cancer already. But it’s
not so easy.
St. Baldrick’s is one organization trying
to change that. Founded in 1999, St. Baldrick’s Foundation organizes fundraising events involving shaving volunteers’
heads to raise money for cancer research.
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According to their website, in 2015 alone,
fundraising events across the globe raised
$35.5 million for pediatric cancer research. That was 1,300 events that resulted
in 50,000 shaved heads.
The best part? Every single penny goes
straight to the cause. Thanks to Central
sophomore Katia Hawley, St. Baldrick’s
came to Ellensburg in April.

Spotlight

the beginning
step
After losing a close friend to pediatric
cancer before her junior year of high
school, Hawley wanted to find a special
way to honor her. “I heard about it [St.
Baldrick’s]... and absolutely fell in love
with what they do and what they stand
for,” says Hawley, who ended up raising
money and shaving her head in honor of
what would have been their graduation
together.
So why bring St. Baldrick’s to Central?
Hawley dreams of one day being either
on their board, or possibly a researcher or
physician. “Bringing St. Baldrick’s to Central is a beginning step,” she says. Hawley
hopes that through this event, she can
spread awareness across the Central campus and Ellensburg.
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it’s a commitment
What sets St. Baldrick’s apart from other organizations is how they fundraise. Many of
the volunteers who fundraise for a St. Baldrick’s event collect funds on the promise of
shaving their head. Not only is this incentive
for people to donate money, but it’s a way for
people to show solidarity by deciding to go
without hair just like children with cancer.
Central’s shaving event had seven official
shavees who planned on shaving their heads
from day one. As the event went on, more
people decided to shave their heads as well.
One thing that St. Baldrick’s encourages is
the involvement of women in their shaving
events, and Central had two female shavees
- Brittany Lawrence, and myself
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tragedy turned
tribute
Lawrence had three feet of hair when
she sat down in the barber’s chair at the
Central event. Friends and classmates
gathered to watch and support her. After hearing about the St. Baldrick’s event,
Lawrence began fundraising and decided
she would shave her head and donate her
hair as well.
“I’ve had family members diagnosed with
cancer. One recently died and I thought it
would be a nice tribute,” Lawrence says.
She raised over $300 and her long ponytail was donated as well. When asked what
inspired her to make the cut, she said because cancer“can affect anyone.”
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jazzy and me
After experiencing a little girl I know suffer leukemia, I realized just how hard it is
for children to lose their hair to chemotherapy, especially girls. Jazzy, now three,
began to say things like, “If I don’t wear
dresses, I won’t be pretty,” or covering up
her nose tube used for medications. Not
only did she begin to feel self-conscious,
but she started to think that because she
didn’t have hair, she was no longer pretty.
I have been with Jazzy since her fight began in August of 2015, visiting her every
weekend until school started up. Having
thought about shaving my head, I wanted
to do it for a purpose rather than to just
get it cut in that style. So when I found
out about the St. Baldrick’s event, I immediately signed up. My parents weren’t
too excited about their daughter shaving
off her hair, but they were still supportive.
See, I didn’t just want to shave my head to
make a statement about childhood cancer,
I wanted to show Jazzy that you can still be
beautiful without hair.
The fact that Jazzy almost never got sick
during her treatment was testament
enough that she was full of spunk and energy. She inspired me to be the best I can
be, so raising $600 and shaving my head
was just one way to prove to her how special she was. To see the smile on her face
when she saw my shaved head the next
day, made it worth it.
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you can still help
You don’t have to be a part of an event to
raise money or to shave your head for pediatric cancer. Just simply go to stbaldricks.org
to find an event near you, or go solo. Being
involved with St. Baldrick’s is such a humbling experience, and knowing that every bit
of your effort goes towards helping kids like
Jazzy get a cure makes it worth every penny
and every strand of hair.
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Love your Melon
central edition
Story by Robin Thaemert. Design by Heidi Thaemert
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The

American Cancer Society estimates that
10,380 children under
the age of 15 will be diagnosed with cancer this
year. Hearing this devastating number may make
you wonder what you can do to aid these children in some way.
The company Love Your Melon was founded on
that very ambition, to help every child in America battling cancer by providing them with a
beanie or hat. The organization is based on a buy
one, give one program, meaning that for every
beanie and hat sold on their website, one is given
to a child battling cancer.
A group of Central Washington University students recently started a chapter of Love Your
Melon to bring awareness to the brand and its
message.
Since the beginning, the outpour of Central students wanting to get involved in the chapter has
been astonishing. “It’s amazing how many people
want to join the crew,” Vice Captain Sierra Mercer says. “It really shows me that even though
this is such a small town, the people in it have
such big hearts.”
Because of this enormous outreach of people wanting to join the crew, there is currently
a waitlist for crew positions in the chapter, but
they are always accepting volunteers.
The Central LYM crew truly enjoys supporting
and promoting this organization and the products they sell. But, they say, they do not want to
be seen as sales people. “We do not sell physical
products on campus and only direct students to

the website where you can then purchase product,” Mercer says.
The Central crew aims to help as many families
and individuals as they can by bringing awareness to the company that provides the hats and
beanies for these cancer patients. Central’s crew
also participates in visiting the children they
have helped through LYM. They have spent
days filled with coloring, games and conversation to help lift spirits and give back in any way
they can.
If being a part of this crew has taught the crew’s
captain, Jacey Watson, anything, it is how much
children who are diagnosed with cancer are
going through. Vice Captain Mercer says that
even though her mom works at Sacred Heart,
a well-known hospital treating cancer patients,
she has been aware of childhood cancer but
joining the crew has now made it personal for
her. “I am glad that I can now feel like I am
helping these children in some way.”
Buying a product through Love Your Melon is
shopping for a purpose, Mercer says. “We know
that some people think that $30 is expensive for
a beanie. But technically you are buying two for
that price and putting one on the head of a child
that deserves it.”
LYM has also teamed with the Pinky Swear
Foundation and CureSearch for Children’s
Cancer to donate 50 percent of all proceeds for
childhood cancer research. The new Central
chapter of LYM has strived to bring awareness
to childhood cancer and help in any way they
can.

How to Purchase a LYM Product:
“Central Washington University
1 loveyourmelon.com 2 add desired item to cart 3 Select
Campus Crew” at Checkout
33
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saving the

animals
Story by Bailey Williams
Photos by Bailey Williams, Christina White
Design by Mackenzie Loete

P

eople always ask Christina
White why she doesn’t want to
study to be a veterinarian. It’s a
logical question, considering her current family of adopted pets, which includes donkeys, horses, dogs, goats, a
geico, and even tarantulas.
“I don’t want to be a veterinarian because I don’t want to have to deal with
having to cut open animals and if
something bad happens to the animal
I don’t want to have to be the one to
put them in pain,” she says.
White, 20, is a sophomore majoring in
sociology and minoring law and justice, whose plan is to one day become
an immigration lawyer. She’s juggling
school, her animals, and work at the
Ellensburg Fred Meyer (Full Disclosure: The author works with Christina
at Fred Meyer).
“Not only do I have to set money aside
for books I have to set money aside
for hay and grain,” she says. Her boyfriend, Gabriel Ramos, says it can be a
little stressful at times dating someone
who has so many animals.
“But at the end of the day I love the
horses, donkeys, goats, and spiders.
Also I’m hopeful that one day I’m her
favorite animal,” he says.
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Her mother, Erica Buehler, says White’s love
for animals started early on. “[She] always
liked going to the petting zoo and petting all
the goats, and the pigs and the horses and
the cows.”
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ty and all these animals. My mom helps me
so much,” she added.

A trait that Buehler says she passed on to her
daughter.

In the future, White sees herself living in
Selah, Sunnyside, “somewhere with a lot
of acres,” she says, and she’ll “get some llamas one day, I really want piglets, and more
dogs.”

“My dad used to butcher animals on the side
for money. And I couldn’t take it. It really
upset me. Christina definitely picked up that
same attitude of not wanting animals to get
hurt or killed.”

“I like adopting animals because I’m a vegetarian so I don’t like to think of animals being killed for human consumption. I think
that if you just adopt all these animals you
save lives,” White says.

The admiration is mutual. “I couldn’t do
any of this without my mom. My mom is
the number one reason why I’m able to do
all of this. Cause I don’t want to seem like a
spoiled brat who has a house, all this proper-

But for now, additions to the family will have
to wait. Her mom says her focus should be
on college, getting good grades and going to
work. In these pages, Pulse profiles the animals White has saved.

Spotlight

from 39 pounds to over 200
White says she was watching TV on a hot
summer day last July when she saw a commercial to visit the local humane society. She
made the trip and she was going to adopt a
dog the same day. She walked up and down
the kennels reading the stories about how
they ended up in the humane society.

When he was rescued he was found in the
backyard with a barbed wired collar and
leash. He was tied to a tree and left out in
the 112 degree weather with no food, water
or shelter.
“He was literally just out there to die because
he wouldn’t fight.”

“I fell in love with Romie because I love german shepherds,” White says.

Fast forward to today. Romie now weighs
around 200 pounds, she says, joking he’s gotten fat. She gives him a little scratch between
the ears and says, “he’s happy.”

Romie is a pure bred who was forced into illegal dog fighting. “These people would abuse
him and try to make him turn into a fighter,”
says White, showing a chunk missing out of
his ear from a fight. He was a bait dog and
since he wouldn’t fight back all of the other
dogs would viciously tear him apart. “When
I got him he weighed 39 pounds.”

White’s roommate, Jade Cotterill, says
Romie is a true story that proves animals
are a reflection of the environment they are
in. “That dog’s story is remarkable and the
fact that she rescued him from all the dog
fighting and he turned out to be such a sweet
loving dog is awesome,” Cotterill says.
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the $20 billygoat
There was an ad online that read, “If someone
doesn’t buy him now we are going to sell him for
meat,” White recalls. He was listed for $20, but
she says saving these animals’ lives is priceless.
She adopted Rue, a Nigerian billygoat, and he
comes with benefits like mowing and weeding
her lawn. And he regularly gets walked on a leash
beside his canine companions. He is her mom’s
favorite rescue. Buehler chuckles and says, “he’s
funny.” Rue’s hygiene isn’t her most beloved trait.
“I don’t like that he’s stinky and gross, but he has
a lot of expressions to his face. And he does funny things.”

While surfing the web again White stumbled
upon another craigslist ad selling a mother and
baby goat, Shiva and Apollo. Shiva was put up
for sale because she wasn’t producing milk for
her baby.
“They were just going to sell the mother to the
slaughter house and the baby with her because
they didn’t have any other goats that could give
it milk,” White says. She says she treats the goats
like dogs, but “not like in a bad way,” she says.
“They have like a shelter and they eat my leftovers, the goats are a nice organic trash bin because they eat anything.” The only thing that annoys her is the goats will scream bloody murder
early in the morning until they are fed.
“They sound like roosters,” she says. “We just
take turns going out and feeding them now.” beloved trait.

baby and mommy make 3
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the sweetest donkey

the chilean rose

White recently adopted a donkey and is housing
two for her aunt and uncle. She says it’s a dream
come true as she’s wanted a donkey for as long as
she can remember. The opportunity arose when
the donkey’s lives were in danger.

White’s fascination for hairy arachnids started as
a high school class project. She now has an entire
room in her house with a sign on the door that
reads “Tarantula Room.”

“There’s this place called Enumclaw Sales Pavilion. It’s where they sell animals. Like people just
drop off animals they don’t want,” says White.
If these animals are rehomed after being sold to
the sales pavilion they will be sold away to die.
“They’re really sweet animals and I can’t believe an animal like that was going to get sold to
slaughter,” she says.

“We had to talk about a traditional meal in our
countries and mine was Cambodia,” says White.
In Cambodia, fried tarantula is a delicacy.
“So I went to the local petsmart and bought one.
At first I was scared to hold her, but I’ve never
been bitten,” she says. Her eight-legged friend is
a Chilean Rose who, according to tarantulaguide.com, can live as long as 20 years.
White didn’t end up deep frying the tarantula.
She named her Cambodia in honor of how they
met.

17
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The Hot New Jam improv troupe
brings the joy of laughter to campus
Story by Angelica Bartorelli
Photos by Onalee Duhrkoop
Design by Heidi Thaemert
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The Hot New Jam was the product of a creative vision
set to teach students the value of comedic entertainment through short and long-form improvisational
exercises.
Founding member and Performance Bachelor of
Fine Arts (BFA) student, Hannah Chandley, along
with team members Tyler White, Deven Austin and
Miranda Ketchum, discuss the troupe’s beginnings,
their motto and above all else, the joy of laughter.
Improv is a way of “using your gut and [letting] your
creativity flow in the moment,” says Austin, Performance BFA student and Hot New Jam recruiter.

It Starts with an Objective

Established in 2013, the team has come a long way in
how they organize rehearsals. Each week leadership
members work with a students on short-form improv, which includes games and exercises catered to
the formation of a joke. Taught in the style of CROW
(character, relationship, objective and where/when?),
objective is the deciding factor for how a performer
commits to the storyline they create.
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ing long-form improv it is important to commit to
the situation. Long-form improv is “the comedy
that comes from the situation, in long-term,” she
says, “situational humor adds to the weight of a
joke.”

A Common Misconception

For those who are new to improv, the team also
teaches the true ethics behind the “no rule” which
focuses closely on the idea of committing to an
objective. For example, if you’re presented with a
task- it’s ok to modify it; however, “[you can say no]
to take the take the scene in a whole new direction,”
says Ketchum, Theatre Arts Bachelor (BA) student
and group’s senator.
“You can’t say no in a malicious way,” adds White,
Vice President and BA student.
As long as you are comfortable with the objective,
then it is best to accept it, unless by changing the direction “[it] makes the joke funnier,” Ketchum says.

Laugh at Failure

Chandley goes as far as to say that, “without objective, there’s no reason for the scene to happen.”

The team leaders foster a safe environment for
newcomers to experience improv without the fear
of failure.

Although short-term improv takes a great deal of
commitment to the longevity of a joke, when teach-

“You should feel free to experiment. Not every joke
is going to land,” says Austin.

Spotlight

Creating an environment that is inclusive of tolerance
is essential to how the group is ran, which Chandley
embellishes on. “We want everyone to try... There’s a
way [for everyone] to develop and hone a skill,” she
says. Being able to make the group fun by not taking
themselves too seriously is what sets Hot New Jam
a part.

With improv being a form of comedy that is solely in
the moment, there is little time to think about the execution or “quality” of the content. It’s about “[using]
your imagination” Ketchum says. Despite being underrated, Chandley shares the importance of humor
in relation to how improv is inspired by our everyday
lives.

Everyone Has Something
to Offer

“Laughter is universal. Humor is universal. It’s something that we want to invite people into...the reasons
that things are funny in everyday life is because
there’s history in it.”

The group also believes that the individuality in everyone’s performance style contributes to making
Hot New Jam unique.

Room to Grow

“We don’t put ourselves in a box,” White says. Austin and White agreed that not every member was the
same, as they have their own style of comedy and a
way in which they carry themselves, which is seen in
their performances. “You’re being the funniest version of yourself,” adds White.

While improv is most commonly associated with
comedy, the leadership team caters to the needs of
each student, whether they’re a comedian, actor,
singer or naturally born leader. Members can be seen
participating in vocal warmups, singing exercises and
even engaging in community outreach and leadership opportunities.

Comedy: An Underrated
Art Form

The group continues to express an “interest in having
an actual form to grow from,” says Chandley.

Improv is associated with sketch comedy and linked
closely to theatre. Unfortunately, the elements of
comedy which guide improv are underrated.
“Comedy can be underutilized in theatre. Good
comedy done really well is great,” says Austin.

A fine balance of going with the flow, but using structure to grow is Hot New Jams ingredient to a successful, creative learning environment where anyone can
experience the joy of laughter.
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Bees are said to help pollinate one-third of the food we
consume -- from fruits, such as avocados and peaches, to
vegetables like squash and broccoli. Without bees, some of
our favorite foods would be gone.
Due to the widely reported disappearance and potential
extinction of bees currently taking place, Burt’s Bees has
started a campaign to help save the bees by removing the
letter “B” from their vocabulary. With the help of celebrities
partnering up with the company, Burt’s Bees is currently
pledging to plant 1,000 wildflowers in honor of every person
who removes the letter “B” from their tweets or buys a limited
edition lip balm.
By pledging to plant these wildflowers, Burt’s Bees is creating
a habitat for the bees to continue to pollinate and thrive.
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The Mighty Mite
Bees are starting to go extinct and the loss of bees could be detrimental to the environment. “The
biggest issue for bees is the habitat loss and the Varroa mite in my opinion,” says Kat Satnick, a local
bee keeper in Ellensburg. The Varroa mite is a small parasite that latches onto the back of honeybees
at birth and slowly sucks out their blood, according to Satnick. Because chemicals are the only way
to kill the Varroa mite, these usually end up killing the bees as well -- leading to the vast numbers of
bees dying off.

Allergy Cues
But there is one food that bees help produce that everyone should be eating to help reduce the risk of
allergies -- honey.
It has been scientifically proven that those who buy and eat the honey from their local farmer’s markets and bee keepers have a lower risk factor of being allergic to pollen and other allergens in the area
because of the pollen that is already in the honey. This gives the immune system a chance to build a
barrier to all of those allergens, leading to healthier and happier spring and summer seasons.

The Cotton Connection

In addition to honey, there’s another plant that touches most people every single day: cotton. If bees
go extinct, not only would we be losing some of the healthiest and best tasting foods out there, we
would also be losing clothing material, bedding, stuffed animals, and so much more.

What the Future Holds
Many people think that bees are just pesky little bugs that fly around and sting you, but those little
insects do a lot more than most would think. Next time you see a bee, stop and think about all that
bees are doing to help make your life better. You can distinguish bees from wasps because bees are
fuzzy and round. Avoid swatting at it, much less killing it. Chances are it's just as scared of you as you
are of it. For all you know, that bee could be the last queen bee in town.
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Love & Lust

T

he phenomenon dates all the way back to
the beginning of time: from Adam eating
that damn apple all the way to Danny winning
Sandy over in Grease, and can”t forget Damon
Salvatore from Vampire Diaries (swoon).
Bad boys are just so sexy.

Bring on that dirty leather jacket, tattoo sleeve
and the “I don’t give a F***” personality, we eat
it up! The more they don’t care, the better...am
I right ladies? Pulse decided to delve into this
timeless mystery and figure out the answer to
that burning question: Why the eff do girls like
bad boys so much?

“ Girls like a

guy who can
go zero to 40
in the streets

and in the
sheets,
-Drew Wallen
sophomore

”
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fixer - uppers

Let’s face it girls: we are fixers. We get
a feeling of satisfaction taking credit in
making something better or taking care
of it. We are constantly touching things
up: our hair, our eyebrows, our styles,
our friends...the list goes on and on, so
why not add boys to it? Maybe it’s our
motherly instincts kicking in or it’s just
a weird fetish, but we just love to think
we can fix the bad boy.

“In my experience it’s because I always
saw little bits of my broken self within the bad boys... I think women as a
whole are generally empathetic,” Stirling says.

According to Emma Stirling, a makeup artist from Bellingham, Wash.,
sometimes the fixing isn’t only for the
boy’s sake.

Maybe we see our flaws or insecurities
in the bad boys and think if we can
change how the guy decides to live his
life, maybe it will change how we live
ours.

f i xe r u p p e rs
f i xe r u p p e rs
f i xe r u p p e rs
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“You see someone hurting in similar
or the same ways you do. And subconsciously you think that fixing them, you
fix yourself.”

sex appeal
sex appeal
sex appeal

Love & Lust

sex appeal
sex appeal
sex appeal

sex - appeal

If you ask almost any female she will tell you
plain and simple: bad boys are just sexy. This
means that the attraction to the rebel may just
be a sexual fantasy, according to an article in
Psychology Today called “Why do women fall
for bad boys?”

as primates. “Bad boys can be seen as tough,
and tough usually equates to ‘able to protect’
and ‘good genes’ in the primate world. As we
are primates we subconsciously desire (some
of us) a male able to stand his own in a fight,”
Flanders says.

After performing an experiment challenging 128 women to rank their attraction to a
good or bad boy, Gregory Louis Carter of the
University of Durham found that the women
ranked the bad boy as more attractive. “This
would mean that women are responding to
signals of “male quality” when it comes to reproduction,” the article reads.

“This ensures our territory and hopefully [means] that our children are also strong
enough to hold their own.”

“And with respect to short-term mating,
women may be drawn to ‘bad boys’, who
demonstrate confidence, stubbornness, and
risk-taking tendencies.”
Ladies, we are attracted to the daredevil, masculine qualities, but are those really going to
keep us attracted long-term? Probably not.
Helen Flanders, a Primate Studies major at
CWU, relates the attraction back to our genes

So, what is the appeal of a dirty, slutty, disrespectful piece of man candy? We think we
can change him and he just appeals to our secret desires for a “man” who can protect us.
We can turn him into a clean-cut, southern
gentleman just by using our womanly powers.
Well, newsflash gals, it’s 99 percent of the time
not going to happen. Why you ask? Because
bad boys love being bad—they thrive on the
fact that girls are throwing themselves at
them because they are mysterious and mischievous. Not to mention, it doesn’t take a lot
to be bad: no feelings, no problems.
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don’t panic,
be yourself
a g u i d e t o l a n d i n g y o u r s e l f a h o t d at e

Story by Matt Morse
Design by Heidi Thaemert & Vanessa Cruz

H

ow many times have you found yourself thinking NOW is the time,
I’m going to talk to my crush? Only to find yourself veering off
course as you approach them, feet from making the initial contact.
You’re not the only one who experiences the nerves taking over, it happens to all of us. Pulse is here to help you close the deal.
First thing is first; relax and breathe. Don’t let yourself get flustered
before you even utter the first word.
Melissa Anderson, Mental Health Therapist at the Student Medical
and Counseling Clinic says, “if your expectations are that you’re going to have this phenomenal conversation like you see on television,
[that’s] something that’s scripted and life isn’t scripted like that.”
A great idea is to practice. Maybe you are the type of person who
doesn’t like small talk, but small talk is where the connection begins.
Practice by talking to someone in the grocery store line, or while waiting in line at the Wildcat Shop. This will build your relaxed conversational skills and help you make the first conversation flow naturally.
Make sure you remain yourself, the last thing you want to do is have
someone fall for a faux you and have to carry on a lie. But, there is no
harm in dressing up in some of your nicer clothes, not saying a suit or
your Sunday dress, but maybe wear your jeans or leggings that don’t
have holes in them.
Phew! You’re there and you’re talking with the beautiful person you’ve
had your eyes on for weeks. Things are going smoothly and the conversation is flowing nicely, but suddenly, you start scrambling in your
head searching for the next thing to say. Relax! You’re fine. Nothing
says you have to force some clever thought or funny joke.
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Dr. Keith Champagne, Associate Dean for Student Development tells us to actively listen, don’t just nod along
with the conversation waiting for your turn to speak,
pay attention.
Besides breaking the ice for the first time rarely results
in a date, but it does introduce you two and opens the
door for you to say hello and ask how they are doing the
next time(s) you see them. You can move at whatever
pace you are comfortable with, but don’t wait too long.
If they’re as good as you think they are, they won’t be on
the market for too long.
Guys, if you have self-confidence you are half way there,
but beware of cockiness. “I’ve never known anybody to
end up with a lovely, talented, brilliant, beautiful lady
based on his [swagger],” Champagne says.

Take it from Oscar winner Halle Berry fellas, women
need boys to grow into men.
“Stand up and be men, be MEN, take care of us, serve
us, because when you do that we will bend over backwards for you,” Berry gushes.
But all you women don’t settle for the first cute guy to
show you attention.
“Dating is … like a series of interviews, it’s not completely about do you like me,” Anderson says, “it’s
[about] do I like you?”
Relax. Be yourself. Dress nicely. Keep expectations
real. Listen. And most importantly…HAVE FUN!
You’re still young.
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Story & photos by Brielle Rutledge
Design by Vanessa Cruz

There are so many concerning things in store-bought lotions and hair
oils... why not ditch the harsh chemicals and stick with ingredients you
can actually pronounce? Pulse developed three approachable essential
oil blends for healing, energizing and kicking back.
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Let us put you on: Argan oil is
basically the shit. It’s a great anytime
moisturizer; you can use it as leavein hair conditioner and it’s high in
Vitamin E and fatty acids. Don’t have
any Argan oil? Light olive oil is also a
great alternative. It’s cheap and works
wonders. Just note that olive oil is
great for skin, not hair.

BENEFITS:
l av e n d e r

Young Living essential oil distributor Jill Gallie says that one of her favorite oils to use is Lavender. “When in
doubt, use Lavender. [It’s] good for burns, wounds, skin conditions, insomnia, for calming and relaxing [and also]
improve[s] concentration and mental acuity.”

sweet orange

In 2011, The Iranian Journal of Nursing & Midwifery Research published a randomized clinical trial they did on
“The effect of aromatherapy by essential oil of orange on anxiety during labor”. The study concluded that “Orange
scent can be useful in childbirth units to help women who are experiencing stress in labor.”

mint

Along with its ability to help relieve nausea and anxiety, peppermint is also “good for stomachaches, indigestion,
and gas,” Cerretani writes. “A 2006 review study published in Phytotherapy Research suggests that the herb relaxes
gastrointestinal tissue.”
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BENEFITS:
p a t c h o u l i Current Science, an academic journal, explained in their piece “Origin of the name ‘patchouli’
and its history” some Patchouli’s benefits: “In Chinese medicine, [patchouli] has been used for centuries as decoction with other drugs for treating cold, nausea, diarrhea, dermatitis, vomiting, abdominal pain, headache, fever,
dampness and to stimulate appetite.”
s a g e According to the nutrition and home remedy website organicfacts.net, “The health benefits of Sage

Essential Oil can be attributed to its properties as an anti-fungal...disinfectant...anti-inflammatory...digestive...
laxative and stimulating substance.”

tea tree

The International Journal of Dermatology wrote a review on Tea Tree oil (TTO) back in 2013 that explains “[TTO]
has been reported to have broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity against bacterial, viral, fungal, and protozoal
infections affecting skin. It also accelerates the wound healing process and exhibits anti-skin cancer activity.”

BENEFITS:

s a g e disinfectant, anti-inflammatory, anti-fungal
s w e e t o r a n g e In 2011, The Iranian Journal of Nursing & Midwifery Research published a randomized

clinical trial they did on “The effect of aromatherapy by essential oil of orange on anxiety during labor”. The study
concluded that “Orange scent can be useful in childbirth units to help women who are experiencing stress in labor.”

g r a p e f r u i t “Health Benefits of Grapefruit Essential Oil can be attributed to its properties as a diuretic, disinfectant, stimulant, antidepressant, antiseptic, aperitif, lymphatic and tonic substance,” organicfacts.net describes.
rosemary
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Writer Jessica Cerretani explains in her article Plant a Healing Garden published in magazine Natural Health, that
“Researchers in the U.S. and Japan have identified compounds in rosemary that may help protect the brain against
Alzheimer’s and other diseases. The herb may also improve circulation and immunity.”

D I D YO U
K N OW ?
Essential oils can even
benefit animals.

“Oils like tea tree and rosemary
help with tissue regeneration
and are good for wounds,”
according to Jill Gallie, a
Veterinary Technician at the
Valley Veterinarian Hospital in
Cle Elum, Wash.

Essential oils can help
fight cancer.

It’s been said that essential
oil Frankincense helps fight
cancer. “In ancient times, it
was valued more than gold!,”
Gallie explains. “[Frankincense
is] also a very powerful oil on a
spiritual and emotional level.”
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what

T h e s c i e n c e b e h i n d “ t h e w o r l d ’ s h e a lt h i e s t f o o d ”

basics

Sorry spinach, but kale is stealing the food trend spotlight. Social media has a newfound
obsession with kale and Pulse set out on a mission to uncover why. Turns out kale is not
only the most popular green among fitness gurus and celebs, but it’s also one of the best
veggies to fuel your body.
Kale is a dark leafy green known for its abundant supply of
antioxidants. This is because dark greens such as kale and even
brussel sprouts are much more nutrient dense than water-based
greens like iceberg lettuce. Jackie Munnell, junior nutrition
major says kale provides a rich source of vitamins A, C, K, and
fiber; all of which are essential for optimal growth. According to
Authoritynutrition.com, these particular vitamins are also known
for protecting against heart disease, decreasing inflammation and
supporting our digestive system. While kale is low in calories (one
serving is only 33 calories), it’s high fiber content will help you feel
full longer, which may reduce cravings. Swapping kale in place
of the romaine lettuce might be just what you need to jumpstart
weight loss.
So, is it worth the hype? There is no denying that there are true
health benefits to eating kale. Just one cup of kale contains more
vitamin C than an orange! However, solely relying on any one food
will not bring you sudden health results without maintaining a
balanced diet and exercise. “There is no ‘magic food’ or potion to
make it easy to obtain these things, it takes work,” Munnell says.

Mix into your diet

Eat it raw in your salad: “Since kale has a bitter taste, I like to pair it
with something sweet in a salad such as fruit or a sweet dressing,”
Munnell explained. “My favorite is the ‘Sweet Kale’ mix. It has a
sweet poppy seed dressing, dried cranberries and nuts.”
Cook it: Boil it, sauté it, or bake it with some olive oil to make
homemade chips.
Drink up those nutrients in a smoothie: Smoothies are a great option for days when you’re not feeling well or need a quick meal.
“Kale blends well with your favorite fruits and other veggies. I usually add Greek yogurt and protein powder to make it more of a
meal replacement for some good calories and protein in my diet,”
Munnell says.
Story by Simone Corbett
Design by Heidi Thaemert
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sasquatch
Story by Tanner Chambers
Design by Mackenzie Loete

*LOCAL
We have been lucky to have
incredibly artistic and diverse
music in our own backyard.
Tacocat, a feminist party-punk
band that is boiling with original
artistry and their bold flavor in a
music industry that desperately
needs seasoning. After Tacocat
released their latest record, Lost
Time via Hardy Art and the
music industry realized the true
potential of our hometown hero.
Tacocat is a boisterous band
exploiting social injustices while
giving love to their hometown
of Seattle in their lyrics. The
four members of Tacocat, Emily
Nokes (vocals, tambourine), Eric
Randall (guitar), Lelah Maupin
(drums), and Bree McKenna
(bass) came together eight years
ago and through their discography, Tacocat has been finding
their niche one release at a time
and leading Seattle’s current
music scene.

Pack your bags! The biggest music
festival in the Pacific Northwest, Sasquatch is already around the corner.
Do you have food? Check. Did you
remember to give your buddy gas
money? Check. Oh crap! What about
your festival wristband to get in!? Just
messing with you dude! We all know
the big acts coming to Sasquatch 2016:
The Cure, Florence + the Machine and
A$AP Rocky just to name a few. With
over 100 bands playing at Sasquatch,
where do we even start with smaller
and lesser known artists? Well my
friends… it’s time to start searching
for the gems within Sasquatch.
Here’s my quick guide to some of the
best electronic, indie, hip-hop and
rap, local and novelty acts to keep you
entertained with your best of friends
at Sasquatch 2016.

tacocat

Photo courtesy Michael Lavine
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Jamie xx released his solo debut, In
Colour, in 2015 and needless to say,
Jamie xx made a project to which he
actually receives all the credit due. Jamie Smith, (Jamie xx) is known better
for his music producing and remixes.
Xx has worked with notable artists like
Adele, Alicia Keys, Drake, Florence
+ The Machine, Radiohead, Rihanna
and The xx (hence, the xx attribution to his name). The problem was,
however, the notable artists receive all
of the critical acclaim while Jamie xx
wasn’t respected as much as he should
have for his production work. So, in
response he made a solo record. Jamie
xx’s In Colour, was Grammy nominated for best dance/electronic album,
but fell to Skrillex and Diplo. You need
to see Jamie xx because of his intense
and vigorous sets. The EDM community is growing at Central, so make
sure you catch a drift with Jamie xx!

jamie
xx
*

*rap/ hiphop

electronic

Photo courtesy Julio Enriquez

big grams
Big Grams is a collaborative project consisting of two artists you would never expect to combine forces. Phantogram, an
indie-pop duo, and Big Boi, a member
of Outkast, came together to blend their
unique styles. Although this seems extremely fresh, the duo collabed before on
Big Boi’s last solo project. Not one or the
other artist is pushing to be in the spotlight which makes their debut self-titled
album illusive, visual and complex, but
transparent. Outkast (Big Boi and Andre
3000) have influenced plenty of notable
indie musicians such as Tame Impala,
Arctic Monkeys and many indie-pop
and electronic artist. You’re probably
wondering why does this matter? Any
artist who has won six Grammy’s has to
put on a good show. You get to see Big
Boi, a veteran in the music industry and
Phantogram, an indie-pop duo on the
rise who just went on tour with Muse.
These two acts balance themselves out
well, resulting in one killer show!

Photo courtesy Distiller Promotions
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Music

mac demarco
*
Our favorite gap-toothed
Canadian hasn’t stopped
touring the world since his
first release, Rock n’ Roll
Night Club, in 2012. Mac
DeMarco has a massive cult
following and if you see
him at Sasquatch, you will
quickly realize how crazy
and loyal his fan base is. The
reasoning for this is because
DeMarco is unapologetically himself and his personality is showcased through his
lackadaisical and heartfelt
discography. DeMarco’s live
performance is not serious
in the slightest, but he is
embracing his inner party
animal and making the best
out of traveling non-stop for
his tour schedule.

indie

Photo courtesy Coley Brown

leon
bridges
*
novelty

Photo courtesy Flickr

What exactly is a novelty act? Well, I’m
glad you asked (you asked… right?).
A novelty act is simply taking sounds
of the past and reinventing them to
work for contemporary demands. Although some may make this a negative
connotation,I believe Leon Bridges is
brilliant. Bridges is the first example
of a millennial artist who invented
his sound due to online streaming.
When he was in college in Fort Worth,
Texas, he wanted to be a musician
but couldn’t find himself a niche for
his raspy, smooth, and soulful voice.
Influenced by Sam Cooke, Nat King
Cole and Otis Redding, Bridges serves
as a time portal of R&B of the sixties
to today’s music scene. You’ll be
twisting and grooving to his rhythm,
imaging the music your grandparents
vibed to back in the day.
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pulse8 presents:
The Frights
Story by Tanner Chambers
Design by Mackenzie Loete
Photo courtesy of Dangerbird Records
Partnered with KCWU FM 88.1 The Burg
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he Frights originally assembled as a joke. Since then, they have released a total of seven albums in
three years. With the help of FIDLAR’s Zac Carper, The Frights released their latest studio record,
You Are Going to Hate This via Dangerbird Records. With their blend of surf-punk with doo-wop and
jazz, it’s pretty much guaranteed you won’t hate this. Pulse’s Tanner Chambers met up with Marc and
Richard on Easter morning for this edition of Puls8.

You guys have been on tour now for
about a month and a half. How are you
feeling?
Marc: I’ve lost track of time completely. I
haven’t known what day of the week it’s been
since we were on the east coast, which was two
weeks ago. I completely forgot it was Easter
today... It hasn’t been a good day for my time
keeping abilities.
You Are Going to Hate This dropped
on February 12th. What message is the
album trying to convey?
Marc: The image is growing up and coming to
terms with the fact that reality after [turning]
18, after those golden years, there’s a lot to it
[growing up], and you have to become a totally
different person.
Your song “Kids” has had a sonic makeover since your last EP DeathFrights.
What made you decide to reimage the
song?
Richard: Zac helped us enhance a lot of
songs. Mikey actually writes all the songs and
came in with a bunch of demos. By working
with Zac he would kind of direct us like “hey,
try this out, try these things and see how you
like it”. So, I guess that’s what happened to
“Kids” in a way. It just kind of became more of
a party song.
How was working with FIDLAR’s Zac
Carper?
Marc: He’s a fucking genius. He [Zac] drew
out of us what we wanted to say and do on the
record. He helped Mikey with lyric writing and
the attitude on some of the songs. We knew
it [working with Zac Carper] was going to be
good, but we didn’t realize how good it was
going to be.

What made you want to work with Zac
Carper?
Richard: Originally we were just trying to
play shows with FIDLAR or tour with them.
Mikey just harassed them via email to take
us on tour. That ended up not happening, but
Zac instead was like “hey, why don’t we record
something instead?” One song turned into a
couple, then a whole record.
Zac Carper is known for weird tactics to
get what he wants out of his recording
artists. What were some of the tactics
he used on you?
Richard: Four. Torturous. Months. A lot of
it honestly puts me in a compromising legal
position to even talk about. There was just a lot
of tape, a lot of dental floss.
There’s a lot more doo-wop and jazz
influence. What made you decide to
expand from your surf-punk sound?
Richard: It’s been two years since our last
record, so we all felt like it would be wrong
and a disservice to be doing the same thing
again. Especially, because it is so not attuned
to what we were listening to or what we like, so
it wasn’t a conscious thing, it was just what we
like. It was more natural than that.
For someone who doesn’t know who
The Frights are, how would you describe yourselves?
Marc: For me, we have always been the
world’s worst KISS tribute band. We always try
to sound like KISS, but we are just so bad at
it... We don’t sound anything like KISS.
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Ellensburg
drink specials

monday
the porch

$5 Mojitoes
3 p.m. to close

wing central

59¢ Wings, Half off
Bomb Shots

301

$2.50 Miller Lite 16 oz.

frontier

$1 Domestic Drafts
6 pm to close

wing central

$2 Bud Light &
Budweiser Bottles

star light

$4 Martinis all day

tuesday
the porch

$5 Schooner & Shot
Combo
All day Happy Hour

the palace

Ladies Night: 1st
Wednesday of the
month
5 part meal & two
glasses
of Sangria, $35

roadhouse

All Day Happy Hour

th/fri/sat

79¢ Tacos, $2.25
Coronas

the porch

wednesday

frontier

the porch

$5 Glasses of Wine

Thursday $5 all pints

$2 Wells all day

starlight

$2 Tacos, $2 Coronas,
$3 Well Tequila
3 p.m. to close

starlight

$2 singles, $3 doubles

Thursdays- $5 Teas, $2
shot specials
9 p.m. to close

starlight

frontier

the palace

50% off all liquor
9 p.m. to close

blue rock

$2 Tacos, $3 Coronas,
$5 Moonshine
Margaritas

frontier

$1 off tequila
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valley cafe

valley cafe

Design by Mackenzie Loete

$2 Whiskey Drinks

wing central

$2 Corona, $3.50
Loaded Coronas, $5
CoronaRitas

the palace

$4 Moscow Mules

Taco Thursday, 79¢
Tacos, $2.25 Coronas,
$3.50 Loaded Coronas

wing central

$1 off all 101 Beers
$2 Bud & Bud Light

301

$5 slushies

Bar Calendar

the porch

3-6 p.m.
Monday - Friday

starlight

3-6 p.m.
1/2 off appetizers
3-7, 9-close
drink specials

happiest

of hours

frontier

4-6 p.m. Monday
$1 off all pitchers
After 9 p.m.
drink specials

301

4-7 p.m.
beer specials

wing central

horseshoe

1/2 off bomb shots
Tuesday-Sunday

4-6 p.m.
Monday-Friday

the tav

valley cafe

3-5:30p.m,
Monday-Friday
10-close
late night special

3-6 p.m., 8-9 p.m.,
All day tuesday
free wine tasting first
friday of the month

the palace

4-9 p.m. daily
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